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1) Executive Summary 

This study takes a broad look at the business case for residential distributed energy storage.   

Widespread adoption of distributed energy storage is in the public interest, offering utilities the 

potential of cost avoidance in the face of growing demand and seasonally-stressed grids.  While 

technologies available for distributed energy storage come in many forms, the particular technology 

most available to a large cross-section of homeowners would be battery systems such as those offered 

by Tesla, SimpliPhi and others.  Available for the price of a small car, these systems are compact and can 

be installed within a day or two, typically in combination with a Photovoltaic (PV) system.  

Homeowners considering such a PV + Energy Storage investment will be keenly interested in the 

payback period:  This study uses National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) System Advisor Model (SAM) to 

answer the following two questions related to payback period: 

1. Does the system pay for itself within the “warranty period” using simple payback 

calculations?   

2. Or, longer term, does the system pay for itself within the “wear limit” period of the battery 

using discounted payback calculations? 
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The short answer to both questions is, unfortunately, “No,” – even with the optimistic assumptions 

underlying this study, summarized below: 

i) We selected the low end of the range of 10 kWDC PV system installation costs, $29K. 

ii) We also assumed that the installation of $29K PV + $16K Energy Storage incurs no debt.  

iii) The Federal tax credit incentive is assumed to be the current 30% allowance, and the New 

Hampshire incentive was set to $1,000.  Future credits may not be so generous. 

iv) We leveraged projections from multiple sources to lower the forward-going US inflation rate 

from 2.5% to 2.1% and the real discount rate of an alternate safe investment from 6.4% to 

3.9%.   Taken together, these make future savings more impactful in offsetting the initial 

investment, significantly accelerating payback. 

v) Finally, this study case is of a home office for which power consumption is higher.  Higher 

power consumption multiplied by these Time of Use (TOU) rate differentials gives a more 

robust cash flow which more quickly pays off the initial investment. 

 

b) Even with these optimistic assumptions, none of the three notional Time of Use (TOU) rates led 

to payback before the warranty expired or batteries wore out.  We therefore took the additional 

step of factoring into all cases a cost avoidance of $4.7K since, for many homeowners, batteries 

obviate the need for a home backup generator.  Even with that cost avoidance the business case 

remains tenuous, insufficient for all but one of the cases analyzed. 

 

c) In addition to the $4.7K generator cost avoidance 

i) To satisfy the business case for a tight TOU (T.TOU) with its peak periods highly focused 

around the historic peak periods of use, we needed an additional incentive of $6.9K.  It 

would take combined allowances of $11.6K ($4.7K generator cost avoidance + $6.9K 

incentive) to make an energy storage investment financially attractive for the notional 

T.TOU. 

ii) To satisfy the business case for wide TOU (W.TOU), similar in concept to the current 

Eversource Residential TOD, we needed an additional incentive of $3K. It would take 

combined allowances of $7.7K ($4.7K generator cost avoidance + $3K incentive) to make the 

energy storage investment financially attractive for the W.TOU. 

As substantial as these amounts seem, these amounts are still less than the $16K implied 

incentive (free energy storage subsystem) that has already been used for the Liberty pilot. 

d) If the rate is fixed, if battery scheduling is deterministic, and if the battery discharge rate into 

the grid is capped at a safe level, it’s hard to envision significant added value brought by an 

aggregator.  Use of an aggregator should not be required for accessing any new TOU rate. 

 

e) Initial research underpinning this study pointed to the fact that there are many possible 

approaches to energy storage, including battery, pumped storage, ice-making, etc.   The rate 

and incentive system ultimately adopted should therefore be technology-agnostic.  Given the 

particular focus on battery technology in this study, an internet search turned up a half-dozen 

potential battery/inverter suppliers in this market.  Some such as SimpliPhi even publish SAM 

models for their products.  The rate and incentive system ultimately adopted should also be 

vendor-agnostic. 
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The lower graphs in Figure 1 illustrate the two business case goals (payback before warranty and wear-

out) as vertical lines on a time-series cash flow chart. The computed payback periods are shown as 

milestones.  Warranty for the Tesla Powerwall is always fixed at 10 years.  The wear-out date varies with 

the battery dispatch schedule tied to each notional TOU, but should always be to the right of the 

warranty date.  The business case is satisfied when payback milestones fall on or to the left of their 

respective warranty and wear-out lines. 

Three cases are shown for notional tight, narrow, and wide TOU rates. Bottom line: For a homeowner 
contemplating adding Energy Storage to their anticipated PV purchase, a viable business case requires 
additional incentives and cost avoidance totaling from 29%-72% of the purchase price of the energy 
system.   

 
Figure 1 

Achieving a Simple Payback before the Warranty Expires and Discounted Payback before Wear Out  
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1) Notional tight, narrow and wide TOU rates 

 

First – a caveat:   

 

The purpose of this study is to look at the business case for distributed residential energy storage 

- not to design TOU rates.   Rates used are notional solely for the purpose of performing this 

analysis.   

 

Notional rates were developed with goals of simplicity, consistency, and “rate neutrality.” Each of 

the T.TOU, N.TOU and W.TOU rates were then separately optimized to minimize their respective 

“simple” and “discounted” payback periods.  Details of these rates are provided in Appendix C.   

 

Design goals for two of these three rates included: 

 

1. Simplicity:   

1.1. All rates have only one tier. 

1.2. No rates implemented demand charges. 

1.3. Rates N.TOU and W.TOU have only two levels: High (for peak) and Low (for non-peak). 

 

2. Consistency: the N.TOU and W.TOU rates were designed to be consistent with past rate 

structures and also consistent with present rates used elsewhere in New Hampshire. 

2.1. We keep the meter/account charge the same as the current Eversource flat rate for all 

but case B, (the current Eversource TOD rate has a higher meter/account fee). 

2.2. The W.TOU rate periods are similar to the current Eversource TOD periods. 

2.3. The N.TOU rate periods are consistent across weekdays and weekends. 

2.4. For both the N.TOU and W.TOU rates, charges associated with peak rate periods fall 

between current Eversource charges and the Liberty pilot charges. 

 

3. Rate neutrality: 

3.1. For all three notional rates, we forced the SAM output, “Electricity Bill Without the 

System,” to match that of the current Eversource standard rate.  Therefore, within the 

limitations of SAM, rates approached “neutral” in the case of the author’s system. 

3.2. Beyond the scope of this paper is the fact that “rate neutrality” must be tested more 

broadly, taking into account growth across the customer base and, hopefully, future 

cost avoidance against the counterfactual case of zero growth in DG energy & storage. 

 

4. Optimize Payback: 

4.1. We iteratively added/subtracted hours from the blocks of time while adjusting energy 

charges for the high and low periods, effectively doing a two-variable search to 

minimize the payback period within the constraint of neutrality (§3.1 above). 

4.2. Battery discharge periods were matched to the high rate periods, and the battery 

discharge rate was then pushed upward (forcing wear-out to happen sooner) subject 

to: 1) wear-out happening after the warranty period, 2) discounted payback period 

being tuned to happen just before the battery wears out.   
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2) Significant assumptions related to SAM models 

This study relies on NREL SAM models for computing payback periods.  In addition to the previously-

discussed notional rates, these models are driven by other key assumptions, described below: 

a) System design   

i) The SAM analysis reflects the author’s residential 10.4 kWDC PV installation which features 

SE, S, and SW mounting planes shown in Appendix A. 

Readers will note that this is but one specific case, probably representing on the order of 

0.01% of the Eversource DG customer and production base.  Yet, the sensibilities of this 

particular DG customer would likely be similar to that of other early adopters. This analysis 

is therefore indicative of the issues that would be facing a broader campaign to encourage 

homeowner investment in distributed PV + Energy Storage in the near term. 

b) Battery 

i) After considering (and, in some cases, modeling) offerings from Tesla, Outback, Midnight, 

Solar Edge / LG Chem and SimpliPhi, the author settled on a pair of Tesla’s Powerwall2 units 

for this analysis.  The Tesla price is currently in the ballpark of the others in terms of $/kW 

for the required continuous and peak available power, and Tesla’s price is superior to others 

in terms of $/ kWhAC for energy storage.  The selection of Tesla for this study is also helpful 

for future comparison of these study results with those of the Liberty pilot. 

ii) Tesla Powerwall2s were modeled per the NREL SAM discussion available the following link: 

https://sam.nrel.gov/node/74927.   In the case of the SAM modeling done for this study, 

capacity parameters were doubled to reflect two Powerwall2s –vs- the single Powerwall in 

the SAM reference.  Appendix B summarizes the parameters use for this selection. 

 

c) Modeled costs for significant subsystems 

i) The author’s own PV installation was installed with the help of fellow volunteers from the 

Hillsborough Area Renewable Energy Initiative (HAREI, https://www.harei.org/), however, 

this study was focused on the cost of a professional installation which would be the more 

typical case.  Internet sources suggested that the average cost of a 10 kW installation in NH 

ranges from $29K to $35K.  Given the downward trend of PV pricing, the author selected the 

lower end of that range, $29K, for the SAM runs in this study. 

ii) The modeled cost associated with the battery system was identical to a Tesla quote for 

installing two Powerwall2 units plus a Gateway.  Tesla’s quote to the author was $16.2K – 

and although prices have since risen, they would be expected to drop back again as 

additional production capacity and competition come online.  

iii) All cases also include the avoided cost of a whole house generator.  Internet sources 

suggests generator and installation cost could range from $3,977 up to $5,072.  For this 

modeling, we leveraged the cost of a generator $2600, plus installation $1,000, plus 

propane system installation including (but not purchase of) two size 120 propane tanks for 

$1,095.  This totaled to $4,695, falling midway between the other prices found on the 

internet.  

https://sam.nrel.gov/node/74927
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d) Financial parameters  

i) See Appendix D for financial values. 

ii) Debt fraction is set to zero – a presumption that with rising interest rates, early adopters 

would self-fund this acquisition. 

iii) The “Inflation” rate was reduced from the SAM default of 2.5% to 2.1% per year based on 

US inflation predictions from the United Nations and OECD. 

iv) The “Real Discount” rate was reduced from the SAM default of 6.4% per year to 3.9% per 

year.  This is the computed compounded rate of an alternate low risk investment (Vanguard 

VWINX), logging the investment gains in that fund over a long timeframe (3/1/1971 to 

3/1/2019) and then backing out the effects of inflation over that same timeframe. 

v) The combination of lower inflation and lower real discount rate drives the combined 

discount rate from the SAM default of 9.06% down to 6.08% per year, significantly 

accelerating the calculated  payback period for the wear-out case. 

 

e) Incentives  

i) These runs used the current 30% Federal Investment Tax Credit (“ITC” in SAM Model).  This 

incentive is set to decline starting in 2020. 

ii) These runs also included a $1000 New Hampshire Investment Based Incentive (“IBI” in SAM 

Model). 

iii) When a particular run could not achieve payback criteria even accounting for $4.7K of 

avoided generator costs, an additional “Utility Incentive” was incrementally added until 

payback criteria were met.  That required additional incentive ranged from $3K to $6.9K. 

 

f) Electricity rates 

i) In addition to the three notional TOU rates described in the previous section and Appendix 

C, the study also included two baseline Cases, “A” and “B,” using current PSNH residential 

standard and TOD rates.  These were downloaded via SAM from the Open EL Database: 

 

(1) Eversource Residential Standard 

http://en.openei.org/apps/IURDB/rate/view/5988958a682bea7f0a7121bf 

(2) Eversource Residential Time of Day 

http://en.openei.org/apps/IURDB/rate/view/5988958a682bea7f0a7121c5 

g) Electric loads  

i) See Appendix E for load values. 

ii) The author used the “Calculate Load Data” SAM option whereby user-specified monthly 

consumption values are used to calibrate a nearby dataset of hourly consumption values.  

iii) Rates reflect the author’s actual Eversource power use for the two years prior to installing 

the PV system. These figures are reflective of a home office, with two workstations and a 

studio.   
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Figure 2 
Summary of SAM Modeling Results for Five Cases 
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3) Summary of SAM modeling results 

Figure 2 summarizes the SAM outputs from two baseline cases of the current Eversource rates, and the 

three notional TOU cases -  five cases in all.   Regarding Figure 2: 

 All cases are based on a professional installation of 10.4 kWDC PV array, two Powerwall2’s & the 

associated gateway, and $4.7K of cost avoidance associated with not needing a conventional 

generator.  

 Cases A and B were included as a baseline reference point, using OpenEL downloads of the 

Eversource standard and TOD rates. 

 Case C uses a notional tight TOU rate crafted from analysis of ISO-New England – New Hampshire 

hourly costs by month, accumulated over the prior 12 months, separately analyzed for weekday and 

weekends.  The actual rates associated with each period were directly scaled from ISO New England 

wholesale costs. 

 Case D uses a notional narrow TOU rate that kicks in between 12:00PM and 8:00PM for both 

weekdays and weekends.  The peak rate is similar to that of the recently-approved Liberty pilot. 

 Case E uses a notional weekday wide TOU time period similar to the current Eversource TOD 

structure, but driven to a wider cost spread similar to rates selected for the recently-approved 

Liberty pilot.  

 The blue-colored box demarking “Electricity Bill Without System” on both the upper and lower 

sections is an important feature of the study.  In every case other than Case B, the rates were tuned 

to keep a constant value for this attribute in an attempt to enforce rate neutrality for this particular 

residential DG account.  

o In the particular situation of Case B we let the Eversource TOD rate float to its computed 

value which ends up being higher than the standard rate this DG customer is now paying. 

 The computed simple and discounted payback periods are shown near the bottom of each data set, 

with titles highlighted in blue.   

o Within the data sets, if these calculated payback periods meet minimum business case 

criteria, they are highlighted in green.  If they are within 25% of compliant, they are 

highlighted in yellow.  Otherwise the fields are red. 

Conclusions: 

a) Even with a 30% Federal tax rebate, a $1K NH incentive, and optimistic assumptions, none of the 

three notional Time of Use (TOU) rates led to payback occurring before the warranty expired or 

batteries wore out.   

b) Figure 2 already includes the additional step of a $4.7K cost avoidance for a generator.  Even 

with this cost avoidance, the business case remains tenuous, insufficient for all but one of the 

cases analyzed (Case “D”, N.TOU). 

c) For a homeowner contemplating adding Energy Storage to their anticipated PV purchase, a 

viable business case therefore requires additional incentives and cost avoidance totaling from 

29%-72% of the purchase price of the energy system. In practice, this could be a combination of 

incentives such as a purchase credit ($/kWh of storage), a “buy one get one free” battery 

arrangement, an unusually high TOU rate differential accounting for a more expansive 

calculation of avoided costs, or an exceptionally high sell rate for pre-arranged energy dumps to 

the grid.   
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Appendix A – The particular PV system used for this study 
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Appendix B – SAM parameters for a pair of Tesla Powerwall2 energy storage units 
 

Note that specifications contained in the referenced thread are for a single Powerwall unit, and the SAM 

models use in these analysis specify two such Powerwalls. 

Reference: 

https://sam.nrel.gov/node/74927 

 

 

https://sam.nrel.gov/node/74927
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Appendix C – Notional T.TOU, N.TOU and W.TOU Rates 
 

a) Selection of T.TOU, N.TOU and W.TOU high rate periods 

 

 
Figure 3 

ISO New England – NH – Total cost by hour for each month, for the most recent 12 months, 

Weekdays 
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Figure 4 

ISO New England – NH – Total cost by hour for each month, for the most recent 12 months, 

Weekends 
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The author’s initial impulse was to tighten the peak periods around what has historically been peak 

costs of energy to NH from ISO-New England. The data in Figure 3 and 4 was a starting point for this 

approach – pulling ISO New England data for New Hampshire, summing the “Total Cost” figures for 

each hour of a given month, and then plotting the prior twelve months of these sums by time of day 

separately for weekdays and weekends.  (Reference: https://www.iso-

ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand/-/tree/whlsecost-hourly-newhampshire).   

 
 

Figure 5 

Tight TOU (T.TOU) focused around prior year peak demands. 

 

https://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand/-/tree/whlsecost-hourly-newhampshire
https://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand/-/tree/whlsecost-hourly-newhampshire
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The chosen rates were directly scaled from the ISO New-England wholesale costs for each period.   

 

Despite the seeming advantages of tightly bracketing the prior year peaks (red ranges in Figures 3 & 

4), the payback was disappointing in the particular case of this customer’s power consumption.  

Peak NH demand on ISO New England did not highly correlate with peak demand from our home 

and home office.   

 

The second attempt at a TOU rate bracketed the afternoon and evening, from noon to 8:00 PM 

(green range on Figures 3 & 4).  This captures the peaks for all seasons of the year, and does so with 

sufficient breadth to allow reasonable rate differential between the high and low periods. This 

ended up being the best choice, reflected in the data shown as “N.TOU”, Case “D” in this study, and 

illustrated in Figure 6, below. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 

Narrow TOU (N.TOU) focused on afternoon and evening demand 
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The third bracket, (blue range) goes from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM.  This high period is similar to that 

offered in the current Eversource TOD, and has the advantage of capturing not only the summer 

high peaks but also the morning peaks in colder months.  This notional W.TOU is the basis for Case 

“E” in this study.  The resulting savings from this were not as significant as that of Case “D”, but 

were still acceptable when coupled with generator cost avoidance and a purchase incentive. 

 

 

 
Figure 7 

Wide TOU (W.TOU) Weekday Rate 
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Appendix D – Financial parameters 

 

 

For the purpose of these SAM runs: 

1) Debt fraction is set to zero – a presumption that early adopters would self-fund this 

acquisition. 

2) Inflation rate was reduced from the default of 2.5% per year to 2.1% per year based on 

projected US inflation data from the United Nations and OECD data sets. 

3) Discount rate was reduced from the default of 6.4% peryear down to 3.9% based on the 

long range returns of an alternate investment (Vanguard VWINX).  Its measured gain 

from 3/1/1971 to 3/1/2019 was equivalent to an annual compounded rate of 7.9%.  

When one backs out the effect of inflation over that same timeframe, the VWINX real 

gain was an annualized compounded rate of 3.9%, as shown in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 8 

SAM Financial Model 
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Appendix E – Electric loads 
 

Rates reflect the author’s approximated Eversource power use for the two years prior to installing the 

PV system. These figures include the load of an electric hot water heater, central forced-hot-air HVAC, 

and are reflective of a home office, with two workstations and a studio.   

The more general case of a homeowner would likely have less power consumption. 
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Figure 9 

SAM Electrical Loads Monthly Inputs  
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Figure 10 

SAM Electrical Loads Model  
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Appendix F, Case “A”: Open El file of current Eversource standard residential rates 

 

 

 

Figure 11 

Case “A” Rate Structure and Manual Battery Dispatch Table 
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Figure 12 

Case “A” Incentive Table and Results  
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Appendix F, Case “B”:  Open El file of current Eversource residential TOD rates 

 

 

 

Figure 13 

Case “B” Rate Structure and Manual Battery Dispatch Table 
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Figure 14 

Case “B” Incentive Table and Results  
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Appendix F, Case “C”: Tight TOU with cost avoidance of generator 

 

 

 

Figure 15 

Case “C” Rate Structure and Manual Battery Dispatch Table 
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Figure 16 

Case “C” Incentive Table and Results  
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Appendix F, Case “D”: Narrow TOU with cost avoidance of generator  
 

 

 

Figure 17 

Case “D” Rate Structure and Manual Battery Dispatch Table 
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Figure 18 

Case “D” Incentive Table and Results 
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Appendix F, Case “E”: Wide TOU with cost avoidance of generator 

 

 

 

Figure 19 

Case “E” Rate Structure and Manual Battery Dispatch Table 
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Figure 20 

Case “E” Incentive Table and Results 


